We review the Kaluza-Klein reduction of Type IIA string theory on Calabi-Yau fourfolds and apply mirror symmetry to the resulting two-dimensional N = (2, 2) effective theories. In the course of the reduction we focus especially on non-trivial three-form cohomology on these fourfolds and investigate the couplings of the corresponding massless zero-modes. These show a dependence on both complex structure as well as Kähler structure deformations and we provide evidence that they are determined by two holomorphic functions that get exchanged via mirror symmetry. Application of the mirror map enables us to give an explicit description of these functions at the large volume and large complex structure point of the moduli space.
Introduction
Low-energy effective actions in four spacetime dimensions can be obtained from string theory by a Kaluza-Klein reduction on a compact internal geometry. In the context of F-theory [1] [2] [3] this internal geometry is described by an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfold [4] [5] [6] [7] and the most convenient way to derive its effective low-energy action is via the M-to F-theory limit described in [10] . In this review we focus on the expansion for the massless zero-modes of harmonic threeforms into (2, 1)-forms proposed in [10] and the resulting scalar fields in the effective theory. These have couplings that depend on the complex structure as well as the Kähler moduli, which was found in reductions of M-theory in [9] , in reductions of type IIA in [8] and for F-theory in [10] .
The goal of our original work with Thomas Grimm [14] is to establish an ansatz for a general fourfold reduction and to calculate the complex structure dependence of the harmonic (2, 1)-forms. A particular simple example of a dimensional reduction on a Calabi-Yau fourfold background is type IIA supergravity with a Calabi-Yau fourfold as internal space and a two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime as external space as discussed in [15, 8, 16] . This is a convenient toy-example, since the theory contains a three-form gauge-field and a two-dimensional effective theory has no propagating vector degrees of freedom. In addition, the effective two-dimensional supergravity theory we obtain has a very simple mirror map, i.e. it has a dual description in terms of a different Calabi-Yau fourfold background. This allows a computation of the complex structure dependence of the harmonic three-forms in which we expand the three-form gauge-potential.
This article is structured as follows. In section 2 we establish the basics of the geometry and topology of a Calabi-Yau fourfold and introduce the expansion of a harmonic three-form into harmonic (2, 1)-forms. We use this in section 3 to review the dimensional reduction of type IIA supergravity on a Calabi-Yau fourfold geometry. We also discuss the N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity effective action that we obtain as a result of the reduction and its dual formulation where we change the representation of the three-form moduli from chiral to twisted-chiral multiplets. The effective theory allows for a simple mirror map that we review in section 4. Here we also derive the key result of this work, the complex structure dependence of our three-form ansatz at the large volume/large complex structure point of the moduli space of the effective theory. We conclude with a summary and give a short overview of further progress in the field in section 5.
On the geometry of Calabi-Yau fourfolds with three-form cohomology
In this section we review the geometrical and topological properties of a general Calabi-Yau fourfold. In addition, we highlight the special ansatz we make for the three-form cohomology on the fourfold. This facilitates the introduction of a matrix valued function f mn holomorphic in the complex structure moduli that will be of key importance throughout this work.
For our considerations, a Calabi-Yau fourfold Y 4 is a compact complex manifold of eight real dimensions with holonomy group the full SU(4). This implies already that the manifold is Kähler and enables us to find a closed two-form J, the Kähler form and a real function, the Kähler potential, that defines the metric. Calabi-Yau manifolds have their physical relevance because they allow for a unique Ricci-flat metric within the class of J. Due to the holonomy group being all of SU(4), we can find a complex covariantly constant and no-where vanishing spinor of definite chirality and we can obtain J as a bilinear contraction using this spinor. One of the possible bilinear contractions of this spinor provides the unique non-trivial holomorphic (4, 0)-form Ω that defines a trivial linebundle over the fourfold. For the sake of completeness, we also introduce the total volume V of Y 4 that is related to Ω and its complex conjugate as follows
On a Kähler manifold we also have a Hodge decomposition on the cohomology groups, the dimensions of the corresponding groups are called Hodge numbers and are defined to be , and the purpose of this work is to investigate the physical consequences of a non-trivial three-form cohomology. The important tool for our considerations will be mirror symmetry. This physical duality has its geometrical manifestation in its most simple form by the postulate, that for each Y 4 there exists a second Calabi-Yau fourfoldŶ 4 with Hodge numbers flipped along the diagonal of the Hodge diamond indicated in the following graphic displaying the non-trivial Hodge numbers of a Calabi-Yau fourfold.
A more elaborate discussion of the geometry of Calabi-Yau fourfolds can be found in [5, 6] . Let us now turn our attention towards the non-trivial three-forms. Due to h 3,0 (Y 4 ) = 0, we can find a basis of the three-form cohomology H 3 (Y 4 , C) comprised by (2, 1)-forms and their complex conjugates. As argued in [13] , such a basis can be chosen to be of the form
where (α l , β m ) provide a basis for the real three-forms H 3 (Y 4 , R) and are hence topological. 1 The whole complex structure dependence of the basis is encoded in the holomorphic matrix valued function f lm (z) that depend a priori on the full set of complex structure moduli z K . Such a basis is in particular holomorphic
. This base choice has the additional property that the matrix Re( f ) lm is invertible and hence we can normalize this basis with the inverse Re( f ) lm of Re( f ) lm to the more convenient basis
that has the advantage that
The reason for demanding a basis of three-forms with a definite type, is the action of the Hodge star operator * on them
where J is the Kähler form of Y 4 . The introduced basis Ψ l will be useful for the dimensional reduction of type IIA supergravity on Y 4 to which we will turn next.
Dimensional reduction of Type IIA supergravity
In this section we review the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the low-energy limit of type IIA string theory, type IIA supergravity, on a general Calabi-Yau fourfold geometry times a two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Assuming the submanifolds of the internal Calabi-Yau space to have volume much larger than the string scale, we can justify to consider only the massless zero-modes in the low-energy limit. Similar reductions were already performed in [9, 15, 16] . Starting point of our reduction procedure is the bosonic part of the ten-dimensional action of type IIA supergravity in string frame given by
The field content aside of the regular Einstein-Hilbert term is as follows. We have the ten-dimensional dilatonφ IIA , the field strengthȞ 3 = dB 2 of the NS-NS two-formB 2 andF p+1 = dČ p are the field strengths of the R-R p-formsČ 1 andČ 3 . It is convenient to introduce the modified field strengthF 4 =F 4 −Č 1 ∧Ȟ 3 . The check above symbols will indicate here and in the following ten-dimensional fields and operators.
The background around which we will expand the fields will be of the form M 1,1 ×Y 4 where M 1,1 is the two-dimensional extended Minkowski spacetime and Y 4 the Calabi-Yau fourfold which 1 The difference between α l and β m is that we choose β l ∧ β m = 0 which is the case for Calabi-Yau fourfolds realized as toric hypersurfaces described in [13] . The vanishing of this intersection is, however, not necessary as was found in [12] .
provides the compact internal space. Since Y 4 has a covariantly constant spinor of definite chirality, the dimensional reduction of the N = (1, 1) supersymmetry in ten dimensions will lead to N = (2, 2) supersymmetry in the two-dimensional effective theory. Note that we do not enable fluxes, i.e. the p-form field strengths have zero vacuum expectation value and we choose the unique Ricciflat metric on Y 4 as a background metric. Let us go throught the massless perturbations around this background that will preserve supersymmetry, i.e. the Calabi-Yau condition on Y 4 . These perturbations are comprised of the fluctuations of the internal Kähler metric g ij , the fluctuations of the p-form fieldsB 2 ,Č 1 ,Č 3 and the dilatonφ IIA . The perturbations will provide the bosonic degrees of freedom of the N = (2, 2) scalar multiplets, since there are no propagating vectors in two spacetime dimensions.
The Kähler structure deformations are described by real moduli v A , A = 1, . . . , h 1,1 (Y 4 ) preserving the complex structure of Y 4 and are given by
where J is the Kähler form of Y 4 and ω A is a real basis of H 1,1 (Y 4 ). These combine with the real moduli b A of the expansion of theB 2 field around its zero vacuum expectation valuě
into the bosonic part of twisted-chiral multiplets
of the resutling N = (2, 2) supergravity. The other fluctuations around the vacuum metric leaving the Kähler structure of Y 4 invariant are parametrized by the complex structure moduli z K , K = 1, . . . , h 3,1 (Y 4 ) and given by
for χ K a basis of H 3,1 (Y 4 ) and Ω the holomorphic (4, 0)-form of Y 4 . These moduli z K reside in the bosonic part of chiral multiplets in the effective two-dimensional theory.
Since there are no propagating vectors in two dimensions and h 1,0 (Y 4 ) = 0, we do not need to considerČ 1 in our discussion and the decomposition ofČ 3 provides only additional complex scalar moduli N l , l = 1, . . . , h 2,1 (Y 4 ). 2 Here we use the ansatz introduced in (2.4) to expandČ 3 into three-forms of the internal spaceČ
The complex scalars N l also become the bosonic part of chiral multiplets of the N = (2, 2) supergravity theory. To conclude our discussion of massless fluctuations, we also expand the tendimensional dilaton by dropping its dependence on the internal space and shifting it with the (logarithm of the) volume V of Y 4 to obtain
The real dilaton will be part of the gravity multiplet of the resulting two-dimensional N = (2, 2) supergravity, which is hence also known as N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity. The corresponding general bosonic action of this theory is
where K is a real function of the chiral multiplets φ κ and the twisted-chiral multiplets σ A . We denoted derivatives of K with respect to the fields by K φ κφ λ = ∂ φ κ ∂φλ K and similar for the remaining fields. For the Kaluza-Klein reduction on the Calabi-Yau fourfold Y 4 with h 2,1 = 0 the perturbations can be identified with the fields appearing in the general action as
The generating function K of the coefficient matrices is found to be
This was already established in [15] where also the properties of the N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity are discussed in detail using the superspace formalism. The extension of this theory we proposed in [14] was to include the three-form moduli N l and modify K to obtain the field identifications
and the generating functioñ
Here we introduced H lm which is the metric on the three-form moduli space defined by
Using the ansatz of (2.4), we can split this metric into
where f ln (z) is the function holomorphic capturing the dependence on complex structure moduli z K of the three-form basis Ψ l and
is a holomorphic function of the complexified Kähler moduli t A and C An m is a real and topological intersection number constant over the moduli space. Due to the shift-symmetry N l → N l + ic l of the effective theory for c l a real vector, we can find a dual N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity where the three-form moduli degrees of freedom are represented by twisted-chiral multiplets with bosonic part the complex scalars N l and the rest of the field content preserved. The precise relations are given by
with the real scalars λ l dual to N l −N l . The new kinetic functionK is determined to bẽ
where H kl is the inverse of the metric on the three-form moduli introduced in (3.14). For more details we refer to the original work in [14] . This different representation of the same theory with the degrees of freedom corresponding to three-form moduli residing in chiral or twisted-chiral multiplets will be useful when we apply mirror symmetry to our theory to which we will come in the following section.
Mirror symmetry at large volume and large complex structure
In this section we want to apply mirror symmetry to our effective theory. Mirror symmetry states in our context that for type IIA string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau fourfold Y 4 there exists a mirror Calabi-Yau fourfoldŶ 4 such that type IIA string theory onŶ 4 leads to the same physics as the compactification on Y 4 . This holds in particular for the low-energy effective theory at large volume we considered in the previous section. In the following we will introduce the geometric analogs of quantities onŶ 4 with hatted symbols. For details of the mirror symmetry discussion we refer to the original work [14] and [16] .
As was found in [16] mirror symmetry leaves the pure N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity we obtained from the dimensional reduction invariant. Its only consequence is an exchange of chiral and twisted-chiral multiplets preserving the structure of the action as in (3.8) . At the large complex structure and large volume point in moduli space, this implies that the chiral multiplets z K describing complex structure variations of Y 4 map to the twisted-chiral multipletst K parametrizing the Kähler structure ofŶ 4 and vice versa t A map toẑ A . This is familiar from mirror symmetry of Calabi-Yau threefolds as described in [17] and was generalized to higher dimensions in [4] . To obtain the same physical theory, the corresponding terms of the kinetic potential (3.10) also get exchanged under mirror symmetry and change their sign, since the kinetic terms of chiral and twisted-chiral multiplets appear with opposite signs in the action (3.8).
Since the three-form moduli are also represented by chiral multiplets N l in the dimensional reduction on Y 4 , mirror symmetry maps them to twisted chiral-multipletsN l of the mirror theory onŶ 4 . Correspondingly the kinetic potentialsK of (3.12) andK derived in (3.17) of the mirror need to be matched. This facilitated the dualization procedure we eluded on in the previous section 3. The matching of the two mirror theories is summarized in the following list:
Note that we found that the metric H lm on the three-form moduli space gets mapped to the inverseĤ lm of its counterpartĤ lm on the mirror geometry. Recall that we know the Kähler moduli dependence given by h n m (t A ) of H lm in detail (3.14)
Due to the matching of the mirror theories we can hence infer that the holomorphic matrix valued functions f lm andĥ n m of the mirror geometries can be identified
where we introduced the intersection numbersĈ Kl m as the mirror analog of (3.15) . This identification should be viewed as valid around the large complex structure and large volume point of the underlying Calabi-Yau fourfold moduli space and is our main result. This concludes our discussion on mirror symmetry of Calabi-Yau fourfolds with non-trivial three-form cohomology at the complex structure and large volume point in moduli space.
Summary and Outlook
In this article we reviewed the dimensional reduction of type IIA supergravity on a general CalabiYau fourfold keeping only the massless zero-modes. As a result we found a two-dimensional N = (2, 2) dilaton-supergravity and determined the field content as well as the kinetic potential. We were able to include the massless zero-modes arising from three-form moduli by a special ansatz. In the course of the discussion we determined the right metric on the three-form moduli space. The shift-symmetry in the imaginary part of the three-form moduli allowed us to perform a dualization of the three-form moduli degrees of freedom from a representation as chiral multiplets into a representation as twisted-chiral multiplets. Invariance of the pure N = (2, 2) dilatonsupergravity under mirror symmetry made a simple description of the mirror map possible. This map matches chiral with twisted-chiral multiplets of the mirror theories. At the large complex structure/large volume point we were able to compute the the metric on the three-form moduli space explicitly. The key insight we gained is that the matrix-valued holomorphic function f lm (z) is linear in the complex structure moduli for large complex structure with leading coefficient an intersection number of the mirror geometry as shown in (4.6). Our original work [14] also discusses first applications to M-and F-theory effective actions on Calabi-Yau fourfolds. There we write down the corresponding three-and four-dimensional effective actions and illuminate the connection to the two-dimensional theory we reviewed here, where the correct rescaling of the Kähler moduli with the dilaton plays an important role. We also comment on the weak coupling limit of F-theory [18, 19] and compare our results with the existing type IIB orientifold effective theory [11] and find full agreement.
The shift symmetries of the three-form moduli are further discussed in [12] where it is also explained that the three-form moduli space is a higher dimensional torus due to the shift symmetries of the three-form gauge potential. Explicit examples of Calabi-Yau fourfolds with non-trivial threeforms and their moduli space we construct in [13] as toric hypersurfaces. In this context the (2, 1)-forms arise from holomorphic one-forms on Riemann surfaces within the Calabi-Yau fourfold and we give an interpretation of the function f lm in terms of the periods of Riemann surfaces. This allows us to find differential equations, so called Picard-Fuchs equations, for f lm for which the result (4.6) provides the boundary conditions in moduli space. In addition, we realize in [13] explicit examples of F-theory compactifications and their weak coupling limits.
Currently we are working on the construction of Calabi-Yau fourfolds as complete intersections in toric ambient spaces, a better understanding of the weak coupling limit of F-theory effective theories and first phenomenological applications of our new insights. Also a precise understanding of the calculation and interpretation of the geometrical mirror map is desirable and under discussion. Furthermore, we hope to shed light on the inclusion of fluxes and their relation to three-form moduli on elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfolds with our explicit constructions. Since we found a procedure to calculate holomorphic coupling functions of string compactifications that lead to axion-decay constants [20, 21] and kinetic gauge-couplings in the effective theory [10] , this provides new tools for F-theory phenomenology.
